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Figure 1:Which cartogram of the USA is morememorable: the contiguous cartogram on the left (showing Hispanic and Latino
population) or the Dorling cartogram on the right (showing African-American population)?

ABSTRACT
In this paper we investigate the memorability of two types of car-
tograms, both in terms of recognition of the visualization and recall
of the data. A cartogram, or a value-by-area map, is a representation
of a map in which geographic regions are modified to reflect a given
statistic, such as population or income. Of the many different types
of cartograms, the contiguous and Dorling types are among the
most popular and most effective. With this in mind, we evaluate the
memorability of these two cartogram types with a human-subjects
study, using task-based experimental data and cartogram visualiza-
tion tasks based on Bertin’s map reading levels. In particular, our
results indicate that Dorling cartograms are associated with better
recall of general patterns and trends. This, together with additional
significant differences between the two most popular cartogram
types, has implications for the design and use of cartograms, in the
context of memorability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A popular saying goes: “I hear and I forget; I see and I remember."
Indeed, one of the intuitive appeals of a good visualization is that it
can draw the viewer in, encourage more observation and thought,
and hopefully lead to insights that become memorable. Memorabil-
ity, a basic cognitive concept, is important both due to implications
for the design of visualizations that will be remembered and be-
cause it could help understand higher cognitive functions such as
comprehension [8].

Cartograms, or value-by-area maps, simultaneously show (mod-
ified) geography and statistics making it possible to see patterns,
trends, and correlations for geo-referenced data of different type,
e.g., political, social, economic. Likely due to aesthetic appeal and
the possibility to visualize data and put political and socioeconomic
reality into perspective, cartograms are widely used in newspapers,
magazines, textbooks, blogs, and presentations [1, 2, 23].

The effectiveness with which thematic maps and cartograms
communicate spatial information has received considerable atten-
tion in the cartographic and visualization literature. McEachren
suggests two groups of two criteria that can be used to evaluate the
effectiveness of a thematic map: effectiveness for direct acquisition
(with the map present) of specific and general information, and
effectiveness for remembering (with the map absent) of specific
and general information [22]. While there has been some earlier
work about the effectiveness of cartograms for direct acquisition
of data [18, 21, 25, 34], little is known about the memorability of
different types of cartograms. Understanding what types of car-
tograms are more memorable, both in terms of encouraging the
recall of the underlying data and in terms of recognizability, can
help us understand how to create more memorable and effective
data visualizations using cartograms.

Some early studies in the memorability literature involve the-
matic maps, however, different cartogram types have not been
studied in the context of memorability. In this paper, we study the
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memorability of the two most popular and frequently used types of
cartograms: contiguous and Dorling cartograms.We address several
research questions including: Which of the two cartogram types
is more effective for information recall? Do people who examine
cartograms remember specifics about the data, or just high level
patterns? Do novices and experts recall information differently?
Does familiarity effect memorability?

With these questions in mind, we designed and performed a
human-subjects experiment to measure the memorability of con-
tiguous and Dorling cartograms (see e.g., in Fig 1), both in terms
of recognition and recall. We used task-based experimental data
and cartogram visualization tasks based on Bertin’s map reading
levels [5]. Our results indicate that Dorling cartograms are associ-
ated with better recall of general patterns and trends. This, together
with additional significant differences between the two most pop-
ular cartogram types, has implications for the design and use of
cartograms, in the context of memorability.

2 RELATEDWORK
Cartograms: There are many methods to generate cartograms,
which can be broadly categorized into four types: contiguous, non-
contiguous, Dorling, and rectangular.

In contiguous cartograms the original geographic map is mod-
ified by deforming the boundaries to change areas. Among these
cartograms, the most popular is the diffusion-based method pro-
posed by Gastner and Newman [15]. Others of this type include
CartoDraw by Keim et al. [19], constraint-based continuous car-
tograms by House and Kocmoud [17], and medial-axis-based car-
tograms by Keim et al. [20]. Dorling cartograms schematize regions
using circles [13, 14]. Data values are realized by the sizes of the
circles. In order to avoid overlaps, circles might need to be moved
away from their original geographic locations. Contiguous and
Dorling cartograms are among the most frequently used[27] and
also among the most effective (based on empirical research that
includes qualitative and quantitative experiments) [21, 25] and we
focus on these two cartogram types in our study.

Cartograms and Perception: Challenges with area perception
in cartograms affect some visualization tasks that involve magni-
tude estimation. The shape distortion inherent in cartograms makes
it difficult to recognize the underlying geography [12]. Bertin [5]
provides systematic guidelines to test visual encodings such as area,
color, and texture. Cleveland and McGill [11] show that position
judgments have higher accuracy than length judgment, which in
turn has higher accuracy than area judgment. Stevens [33] shows
that subjects perceive length with minimal bias, but underestimate
differences in area. This finding is further supported by Cleveland
et al. [10], and Heer and Bostock [16].

Dent [12] considers magnitude estimation, specifically with re-
spect to cartograms, and highlights the tendency of humans to esti-
mate lengths correctly, but underestimate areas and volumes in a
non-linear fashion. He suggests effective communication strategies
when the audience is not familiar with the underlying geography
and statistics, e.g., providing an inset map, and labeling the statisti-
cal units on the cartogram. These studies indicate that while there
are non-trivial issues with area perception in cartograms, these can
be alleviated with the help of certain design decisions. Based on

these suggestions we provide appropriate labels and inset maps
with all the cartograms used in our study.

Memorability of Visualizations: Memorability tests usually
involve two types of tasks: recognition and recall [22]. Borkin et
al. [7] study what makes visualizations memorable and show that
natural visualization (that are similar to scenes, objects, and people)
and rounded features are more memorable. They do not specifically
study the recall of the underlying data presented in the visualization.
In a follow-up study, Borkin et al. [8] investigate how visualizations
are recognized and recalled, considering which visualization ele-
ments are encoded and consecutively recalled. Their results show
that visualizations that are memorable “at-a-glance” (after only 1
second of encoding) are often the same ones that are memorable
after “prolonged exposure” (10 seconds of encoding). Titles and
supporting text help recall the message of a visualization and even
if pictograms do not necessarily help, they do not seem to hinder.
Bateman et al. [4] compare embellished charts with plain ones
and find that embellished charts are associated with high recall
scores for the “value message" (a high-level message communi-
cated through the chart). The effect of embellishments is further
supported by the work of Borgo et al. [6] who show that visual
embellishments can help participants remember the information
depicted in visualization (both in terms of accuracy of recall and
time required for recall).

Saket et al. [31] compare node-link visualizations to map-based
visualizations focusing on information recall, using immediate and
long-term recall conditions. When comparing the results for imme-
diate and long-term recall conditions, the participants who recalled
the data after two minutes (immediate) had significantly more ac-
curate recall compared to four days later (long-term). Of particular
relevance to our study, the authors conclude that the decay rates
from short-term to long-term are the same, indicating that (the
simpler to perform) immediate recall experiments might suffice.
With these results in mind, we evaluate both recognition and recall
using only one time duration (between encoding and testing).

Memorability of Thematic Maps and Cartograms: The ef-
fectiveness of choropleth (value-by-color) and isopleth (value-by-
contour) maps is evaluated in [22], by a three step process: learning
phase, direct acquisition of information with the map shown, and re-
call of general patterns and specific information. Thei results show
that general patterns are better remembered in isopleth maps, while
there is no significant difference in the recall of specific details.

Rittschof [28] compares the memorability of cartograms, choro-
pleth maps, and other thematic maps and finds that cartograms
perform worse than the other maps, although only one type of
manually-created non-contiguous cartogram was used. Some ob-
servations and suggestions from a follow-up study [29] include:
(i) Cartograms should be used only when learners have a long-
term familiarity with the region depicted. (ii) When cartograms are
used, the true scale of the depicted region should be emphasized,
to prevent misunderstandings.

In summary, in spite of some early studies that involved car-
tograms, the memorability of different cartogram types has not
been considered. Further, several of these studies did not include
a proper learning phase. Both of these issues likely affect perfor-
mance and hence the results. Finally, none of the earlier studies
covers the spectrum of possible cartogram tasks [26].
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3 MEMORABILITY STUDY DESIGN
Our experiment aims to measure the effectiveness of two major
cartogram types (contiguous and Dorling) in terms of cartogram
memorability (both recall of underlying data and recognizability).

3.1 Pilot Study
Prior to the main experiment, we conducted an extensive pilot study
with 7 subjects to examine experimental parameters such as task
difficulty, completion time, and balance between the experimental
phases. The participants in the pilot study were graduate students
working on data visualization and the experimenter was present
during the pilot study to answer questions and collect immediate
feedback.

Based on task completion times and accuracy data, we expanded
the training phase to include more training tasks for each cartogram
type and to ensure that the participants become sufficiently familiar
with the types of questions and the experimental interface. The
pilot study also helped us determine the time allocated for the
recognition phase (see section 3.2). From the initial 5 seconds to
“recognize” a map, we gradually increased the time to 12 seconds,
in response to comments from the participants that 5 and even 10
seconds was too short to “see the entire map." The pilot study also
helped us select a collection of tasks that covers the cartogram task
taxonomy and are of comparable difficulty.

3.2 Experiment Overview
We designed and implemented a simple web-based application
that guided the participants through the experiment, provided task
instructions, and collected data about time and accuracy; see Fig. 2.

At the beginning of the experiment, we briefly introduce car-
tograms and the idea of encoding value by area, using one Dorling
and one contiguous example. We also describe the purpose of the
study and mention the expected duration of 15-20 minutes. Next
we collect demographic and background information from the par-
ticipants. We also ask participants if they are interested in data
visualization, and whether they like maps and geography in gen-
eral. The main experiment consists of following four phases.

Phase 1: Training. In the first phase, we show several car-
tograms to the participants. Each cartogram has a title, label, legend
(inset map with labeled US regions), and explanatory text. For each
cartogram shown we ask the participants to answer several (mul-
tiple choice) questions. After each answer we show the correct
answer so that the participants can confirm the correctness, or
examine the cartogram and the available answers, if incorrect.

Phase 2: Encoding. In the second phase, a new set of car-
tograms is shown to the participants. We ask them the same types
of questions as in the training phase and request that the partic-
ipants answer the questions as accurately as possible. We record
accuracy and time for each question in this phase. We use this phase
to encode the data shown in the cartogram in the memory of the
participants.

Phase 3: Recognition. In the third phase, we test whether the
participants remember the cartograms they encountered in the
training or encoding phases. Since we are not interested in short
term memory (10 seconds or less), we begin this phase with a
distraction. Stevanov et al. [32] advocate using motion illusions to

clear short term visual memory and this approach has been used
when studying recall of relational data [31]. We show eight visual
illusions for two minutes, and explain as follows: “Before proceeding
to the next stage, we need to take a short break. We will show you
several optical illusions – please take a moment or two to look at them
while we set up the next stage, which is available when the NEXT
button is activated.” After the break the participants proceed to the
recognition phase. The participants next see several cartograms
(one at a time) from a subset of the cartograms shown in phase
1 and phase 2, and an equal number of cartograms that have not
been seen in the earlier phases. We ask the participants to tell us
whether the current cartogram is one that they have encountered
before, or not. The participants have 12 seconds (determined based
on the pilot study) to reply to each question and a countdown clock
is shown.

Phase 4: Recall. In the recall phase, without showing the car-
tograms, questions about the data from the cartograms are asked.

3.3 Datasets
It has been shown that cartograms are most effective when the
viewers are familiar with the underlying map [29]. Since the major-
ity of our participants are from the USA we used cartograms of the
USA.

Different statistical datasets was used to generate the cartograms
for our study. These datasets were selected from a much larger pool
of possible datasets, so that various geographic patterns are shown
in both cartogram types. Specifically, we ensured that many of our
examples differed from the typical cartograms of the USA (e.g.,
population, GDP) which expand the two coasts at the expense of
inland states. For all the cartograms we use the contiguous 48 states
and the District of Columbia.

In the training phase we used four cartograms: a contiguous
cartogram of the number of farms, a Dorling cartogram of the num-
ber of accidental deaths, a contiguous cartogram of the number
of Starbucks stores, and a Dorling cartogram of Native American
population. For each cartogram we ask four questions (task types
are discussed in the next section). Each participant answers 4 car-
tograms × 4 questions = 16 questions.

In the encoding phase we also ask 16 questions about a new
set of 4 cartograms that show: cattle inventory, African-American
population, Hispanic and Latino population, and Starbucks per
capita (number of Starbucks stores per 100,000 residents).

In total, eight different cartograms are seen in phase 1 and phase 2.
Four of these, in addition to four “filler” cartograms (cartograms that
the participants did not encounter in earlier phases), are used in the
recognition phase. In the recall phase, the exact same 16 questions
from the encoding phase are repeated, but without showing the
cartograms.

3.4 Tasks
We selected tasks based on several factors. Bertin [5] defines three
levels of map reading: elementary, intermediate and overall, which
deal with a single data element, multiple elements and all elements
of the map, respectively. According to MacEachren [22], maps can
provide specific and general information. These are not discrete
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(a) Compare task (b) Filter task

(c) Find top-k task (d) Summarize task

Figure 2: Sample tasks on a cartogram showing the number of farms in the US in 2012. An inset US geographic map is also
shown.
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Figure 3: Demographic statistics of the participants.

categories but are two ends of a continuum along which all informa-
tion contained in a map fall. With this in mind, we chose four tasks
from the cartogram task taxonomy [26] that cover Bertin’s three
levels of map reading, and MacEachren’s classification of specific
details and general pattern tasks; see Fig. 2.

Compare:The compare task is a commonly used task in objective-
based taxonomies [24, 30, 35]. This task requires an elementary level
of reading, and provides very specific information.

Example Task: Given a population cartogram of the USA, compare
two states by size.

Filter: The filter task asks to find data cases satisfying some
criteria about a given attribute [3, 25]. That is, the viewer can filter
out examples that fail the criteria. This task requires an intermediate
level of reading, and also provides specific information.

Example Task: In the West, which of the following states has higher
cattle inventory than Colorado?

Find top-k: This is another commonly used task in visualiza-
tion [3, 35]. Here the goal is to find k entries with the maximum (or
minimum) values of a given attribute. This task requires an overall
level of reading, but provides specific information.

Example Task: Given a population cartogram, find out which state
has the highest/lowest population.

Summarize: Cartograms are most often used to convey a “big
picture," such as US population is denser along the coasts, or North-
ern European countries have higher GDP than Southern European
ones. The summarize task is one that asks the viewer to find high
level patterns and trends and is associated with overviews of data
and global distribution of data on the map [9, 25]. This task requires
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an overall level of reading, and helps in understanding the general
information contained in the map.

Example Task: Among the four regions of US (West, South, Midwest,
and Northeast), which region has the highest number of farms?

3.5 Hypotheses
Our hypotheses aremotivated by findings reported in the cartogram
literature, by earlier cartogram evaluations, and by the initial results
from the pilot study.

H1: Dorling cartograms will facilitate recall of general patterns
and trends (i.e., summarize tasks). This hypothesis is based on the
fact that in finding patterns and summarizing data, people perform
best using Dorling cartograms [25].

H2: There will be no significant difference between cartogram
types in the recall of specific details (i.e., for the other three tasks:
compare, filter, find top-k). This hypothesis is based on earlier studies
(such as [22]) showing no significant difference in recalling specific
information in different thematic maps.

H3: Contiguous cartograms will facilitate recognition. This hy-
pothesis is based on the observation that contiguous cartograms
often create peculiar overall shapes (e.g., the barbell-shape for pop-
ulation cartograms of the USA, or the almond-shape for farm car-
tograms in the USA) which should be easier to recognize.

3.6 Participants
We shared a link to the study via social media and a total of 51
individuals participated. From this set we removed 19 participants
who did not complete the entire study. Out of the 32 participants
who completed the study, 20 were male and 12 female; 1 was under
18 years of age, 10 between 18–24 years of age, 16 between 25–
34 years of age, 3 between 35–44 years of age, 1 between 55–64
years of age, and 1 over 64 years of age; 6 listed high school, 12
listed undergraduate, 8 listed Masters and 6 listed PhD as their
highest completed educational level; see also Fig. 3. Familiarity
with cartograms also differed: 14 participants were familiar with
Dorling and 11 were familiar with contiguous cartograms.

4 RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS
All data from the experiment, R scripts to generate the plots for
error rates and completion times for each task (by all individual par-
ticipants and by different demographic groups), as well screenshots
of a sample run-through of the entire experiment are provided in
the supplementary documents that accompany this submission. We
briefly discuss several of the more interesting findings below.

For each recall task we record error rates and average completion
times for each participants. For recognition tasks we record the
miss rates (false reject/(correct recognition + false reject)) and false
alarm rates (false recognition/(correct reject + false recognition)) for
each participant. Similar performance metrics for recognition were
used by Borkin et al. [7]. These values are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Since the data does not have normal distribution we look for statis-
tically significant differences between groups, using the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test [36] (a non-parametric test that does not assume
normality). The within-subject independent variables are the two
cartogram types. The two dependent measures are the average
completion times and error percentages by the participants.
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Figure 4: Demographic effects on recognition and recall: (a)
gender bias in recognition error, (b) familiarity effect on
recognition miss rate, and (c) effect of education level on re-
call time. The red vertical bars indicate statistically signifi-
cant difference (based on Wilcoxon signed-rank tests).

In all cases below, the null hypothesis is that the cartogram
type does not affect completion times and error rates. When the
probability of the null hypothesis (p-value) is less than 0.05, we
reject the null hypothesis.

4.1 Support for Hypotheses
H1 is supported by our results. For summarize tasks, Dorling car-
tograms are associated with significantly smaller errors than con-
tiguous cartograms; see the last row in Table 1. This implies that
participants can recall general patterns and trends shown in Dorling
cartogram more accurately than in contiguous cartograms. There
are several possible explanations, including that since the size com-
parisons with circles are difficult, the participants required more
time working with the cartogram and are more likely to remember
it. Note the statistically significant differences in time in Table 1.

H2 is also supported by the results: there is no significant differ-
ence in accuracy for tasks that require recalling specific details; see
Table 1. Note the significant increase in completion time for Dorling
cartograms in two of the three specific details tasks (mentioned
above). However, the “more difficult, therefore requires more time"
explanation is likely not at work here. Since Dorling cartograms
have been shown to be efficient (in terms of time and error) for such
tasks before [25], a plausible explanation is that the participants
enjoyed exploring these cartograms and spent more time. Note that
the instructions to the study did not ask the participants to work
as fast as possible, but only as accurately as possible.

H3 is only weakly supported. We expected that the more peculiar
overall shapes in contiguous cartograms would make them more
recognizable. However, for the cartograms that the participants saw
during the study, there is no significant difference in recognition
between the two cartogram types. On the other hand, for the car-
tograms that were not shown during the study, the false alarm rate
for Dorling cartograms is significantly lower (better); see Table 2.

4.2 Further Analysis
Here we consider more detailed analysis of our data, taking into
consideration additional factors such as age, gender, education.
Several interesting observations follow.

Gender: In our study, female participants are more accurate
in recognition tasks involving Dorling cartograms; see Fig. 4(a).
For contiguous cartograms, both male and female participants per-
form equally, whereas the difference in accuracy between the two
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The previous three rows lists the three
specific details tasks: Compare, Filter, and
Find-Top-k . Here we show the average
error rate and time for the three tasks. ●
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Table 1: For each task, the last two columns show average error percentage for recall accuracy, and average completion time in seconds for
contiguous and Dorling cartograms, along with theW and p values from aWilcoxon signed-rank test. The violin plots show the distributions
of error percentages or completion times, while the bottom and top of the boxes and the middle band represent the first quartiles, the third
quartiles and the median values. The red circles represent the mean values, and each red line segment indicates that the difference between
the two distributions for contiguous and Dorling cartograms is statistically significant. The last two rows summarize the overall error rates
and completion times for all the specific details and general pattern tasks, respectively. Note that the error rates for the participants can have
only some discrete values, such as 0%, 50%, 100% etc.
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Question Miss Rate % False Alarm Rate %

Given a sample cartogram, have you seen
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Table 2: The last two columns show average miss rate and false alarm rate in percentages for the recognitions of contiguous and Dorling
cartograms, along with theW and p values from a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The violin plots show the distributions of error (miss or false
alarm) percentages, while the bottom and top of the boxes and themiddle band represent the first quartiles, the third quartiles and themedian
values. The red circles represent the mean values, and each red line segment indicates that the difference between the two distributions for
contiguous and Dorling cartograms is statistically significant. The error rates for the participants can have only some discrete values, such as
0%, 50%, 100% etc.

groups for Dorling cartograms is statistically significant (using the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Note that a similar gender bias in the
performance on cartograms has recently been observed in [25].

Familiarity:We consider separately data for participants who
were familiar with one cartogram type but not the other, and vice
versa. While familiarity does not impact recognition in Dorling
cartograms, it does seem to impact recognition for contiguous
cartograms; see Fig. 4(b). In particular, the miss rate is the same
for for Dorling cartograms, but significantly worse for contiguous
cartograms. This suggests another possible advantage of theDorling
cartogram, which seems easier to grasp, regardless of familiarity.

Education: Both for contiguous and Dorling cartograms, high
school graduates performed recall tasks faster than participants
with higher degrees (Fig. 4(c)). A possible explanation is that high
school graduates in our experiment are often college students and
thus likely younger and quicker.

Country of residence: We considered the possibility that US
residents might perform better since we only used US cartograms.
We did not find significant difference in performance, however, sug-
gesting that for both recall and recognition, the particular cartogram
type might be more influential than the underlying geographic map.

Time and accuracy correlation: Finally, we explicitly tried to
find whether taking longer time correlates with higher accuracy.
Furthermore, we also verified whether taking more time in the
encoding phase helped the participants in the recall and recog-
nition accuracy. We therefore tested the following three pairs of
parameters, also see Fig. 5: (a) total time by all participants and total
number of correct answer for each recall and recognition task, (b)
total time in the encoding phase and error rate in the recall phase
by each participant, and (c) total time in the encoding phase and
error rate in the recognition phase by each participant. In all three
cases, however, there is no clear correlation between the parame-
ters, which is confirmed by the low correlation coefficients: 0.06,
0.26, and 0.04.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the four cartograms used in the recall phase
and the eight cartograms used in the recognition phase along with

the percentage of accurate responses by participants on each car-
togram; in particular, we can now see that the Dorling cartogram
in Fig. 1 was more memorable.

5 LIMITATIONS
We used only maps of the US in our study. We did not consider the
relationship between the original geographic area and the statistical
data shown: since the number of examples was limited, so was the
variation in this relationship. We only considered two types of
cartograms, while there are many other options. Further, we used
only one representative from each of the two types of cartograms,
whereas there are many cartogram variants within these types (e.g.,
over a dozen different contiguous cartograms).

There are other limitations associated with recognition and recall
studies in general and with our study in particular. We attempted to
control several variables that typically impact memorability stud-
ies, such as the data used for a cartogram type. We used a limited
number of datasets to account for the limited time a person would
spend with the cartograms during the study. These were selected
from a much larger pool of possible datasets, so that various geo-
graphic patterns are shown in both cartogram types. Specifically,
we ensured that many of our examples differed from the typical
cartograms of the USA (e.g., population, GDP) which expand the
two coasts at the expense of inland states. We also ran preliminary
experiments to eliminate biases associated with particular datasets
and to ensure that the tasks were neither too difficult, nor too easy.
There remains a possibility, however, that the particular datasets
could have confounded some of the results.

Each participant was asked the same set of questions, but we
randomized the order of the questions for each participant. We
controlled some parameters, such as the states selected for each
question type (e.g., Which state has higher cattle inventory – CA or
TX?). Our participants were from different parts of the world, but
some of them might have used their own background knowledge to
answer some of the questions. Our analysis of the results showed
no significant impact of country of residence, but participants who
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Figure 5: The relationships between (a) total time by all participants and total number of correct answer for each recall and
recognition task, (b) total time in the encoding phase and error rate in the recall phase by each participant, and (c) total time
in the encoding phase and error rate in the recognition phase by each participant. The correlation coefficients indicate no
significant correlations in each pair.
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Figure 6: The four cartograms used in the recall phase along with the percentage of accurate answers by the participants in
each task in bar-charts.

were more familiar with the US might have used their background
knowledge.

Finally, there are limitations regarding the number of partici-
pants in our study (32) and the demographics of these participants
(younger than average). Possibly associated with the small sample
size is the often small effect size. Although some of the effects we
report on are high (e.g., .45 and .31 for time and error in summariza-
tion), several others are lower. We anticipated that participants in
the study would use laptop or desktop computers. One participant,
however, mentioned some difficulties when using a mobile phone.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The use of cartograms has increased through advances in geog-
raphy, cartography, and visualization. In order to explore their
effectiveness, we presented the first study of memorability of two
of the most frequently used cartogram types. Our results indicate
that Dorling cartograms are more suitable for showing big patterns
and trends. Dorling cartograms also appear to be more recognizable.
While some demographic factors (such as gender and education
level) seem to impact the memorability of cartograms, other factors

(such as age and familiarity with cartogram type) do not appear to
affect memorability.

Natural directions for future work include studying the effects
of a broader spectrum of tasks and a wider coverage of cartogram
types. In addition to studying recognition and recall, it would be
worthwhile to investigate possible implications of memorability,
such as in engagement and ease of learning. Eventually, a solid
understanding of what makes data memorable will help us design
more impactful cartograms. Finally, broader investigations of geo-
referenced visualizations, beyond time and error, are also needed.
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